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has been given to the wording of definitions, with the intention
of making them clear, coi7cise, yet sufficiently complete. It also
contains a large amount of information arranged in tabular form
which is not considered ordinary dictionary matter. , The very
important features of pronunciation and derivation have received
the most careful attention. The system used for expressing the
sound is extrenely simple, and yet it indicates with accuracy the-
exact pronunciation of the word. The illustrations are exceedingly
good, and the coloured plates a very valuable addition to the-
work. The volume is bé'and in a flexible cover, which is a very
great comfort in itsuse. The publishers have succeeded iri prodùic-
ing a book of very attractive appearance and donvenient size. By
the use of a large page, with a compact but clear type, they have-
succeeded in furnishing a volume which las within its cover an
almost incredible amount of matter

F. W. C.

The Australian Medical Directory and Hand-Book.-
L. Bunk, Medicas Bookseller, 15 Castlereagh St., Sydney.

We have to thank the publishers for a copy of this volume,
which, besides containirg the'names of the registered practition
ers of the Commonwealth of Australia, is filled with a large amount
of useful medical information. It gives the legal medical table
of fees of the various provinces, a glance at which would certainly
stir up a spirit of envy among Canadian practitioners. The-medi-
cal laws of the different provinces are given . in full, and full par-
ticulars of the various Universities are also inserted.
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THE LIVING AGE.

Boston's long established weekly magazine, The Living 4Age, opens its two
hundred and twenty-eighth volume with the nrrumber which bears date on the
first Saturday of January. So long a period of continuous publication, running
back fifty-seven years, presupposes qualities of enduring value in the magazine
and a large mea ure of attachment on the part Of its readers. The fact is that
the editors of the magazine have been singularly successful in retaining the char-
acteristics which gave the periodical its original hold upon the reading public,.
and at the same 'ime broadening its scope and introducing new elements of variety
and timeliness Al the conditrons'of periodical publication have greatly changed
since Mr. Littell established this magazine in 1844, but, while or her magazines
have come and gone, the old Living Age has held its place and is even more
indispensable to-day to alert and cultivated readers than it was half a"century
ago. It is still the only weekly magazine in its fieà -and its frequency of issue
enables it to reproduce the most important articles from foreign, and 'especia- ly
from. British magazines, reviews and literary weeklies, with'a freshness irnposs
ible under other, conditions. Literature, ari', scignce, biographytravel, poetry,
public aflairs and the best'fiction in short and serial stories find aý place inits
well-stored pages, and there is;not a -singleweekly number which does 'not con-
tain something which intelîrgent readers of whatevér special tastés would be
poorer for, missing. The magazine, is published by the Living. Age Connpany,
Boston.


